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ABSTRACT: A prefolded roll of film material for garment 
holding bags is folded along a pair of longitudinally extending 
folded edges forming three longitudinally extending portions. 
One portion is disposed between the two folded edges. The 
remaining two portions are folded over the first portion so as 
to be disposed adjacent one another. In a second embodiment 
a fourth portion extends from a third longitudinally extending 
folded edge for forming garment bags with inner and outer 
pockets. In the alternative, rolls of completed bags may be 
formed by perforating, folding and seaming the strip of materi 
albefore it is put into rolls. 
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ROLLEED GARMENT HOLDING BAG MATERAL 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

The present application is a continuation-in-part of applica 
tion Ser. No. 752,337, filed Aug. 3, b 1968. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

I. Field of the Invention 
The invention relates to rolls of completed garment bags 

and prefolded rolls of material forming such bags. 
II. Description of the Prior Art 
Various types of bags have been formed on continuous rolls 

of material, and various designs have been used for garment 
holding bags. One such garment bag design disclosed in my 
U.S. Pat. No. 2,635,740 comprises a bag formed from a 
rectangular section of film material folded along an inter 
mediate line to form front and rear portions. With the fold 
along the intermediate line forming one side of the bag, the 
portions are seamed together along the bottom edge for the 
full width thereof, while at the top edge they are seamed 
together through one-half the width, or from the folded edge 
to the center of the folded material. The other half of the top 
edge and the other side are separable from each other so as to 
per Init the insertion of a garment supported on a hanger. 
Along the top and side of of both separable portions, in 

turned flaps forming pockets are provided. When a garment 
on a hanger is inserted into the bag, the garment is tucked into 
the pockets along the top and side of one of the separable por 
tions, which is then tucked into the pockets of the other 
separable portion, forming a closed bag. 

This type of bag has the advantage of being simply con 
structed, but die to the inturned flaps along the top of the 
separable portions it cannot be easily made from a roll of pre 
folded material, nor can rolls of completed bags be easily 
formed from a strip of material. Furthermore, unless the bags 
are formed from a material having some degree of rigidity, the 
inturned flaps have a tendency to open, thus allowing the 
separable portions to disengage from the garment permitting 
dirt and dust into the bag. 

SUMMARY 

The present invention overcomes the limitations of thc prior 
art by providing a prefolded roll of film plastic for garment 
holding bags formed from a strip of material. The material is 
folded over along a first longitudinally extending folded edge, 
forming adjacent front and rear longitudinally extending por 
tions of approximately equal width. A third longitudinally ex 
tending portion of approximately one-half the width of the 
front portion extends from second longitudinally extending 
edge. 
The third portion is disposed between the front and rear 

portions. A strip of material of suitable length may be 
removed from the roll and sealed along the two transversely 
extending edges forming the completed bag. A garment on a 
hanger may then be inserted into the bag with a part of the 
garment disposed between the front and rear portions and the 
remaining part disposed between the third and rear portions In 
the alternative, the third portion may be folded over so as to 
cover a part of the front portion. 

In a third preferred embodiment, the third portion is folded 
over the front portion. A fourth longitudinally extending fold 
over portion of approximately one-half the width of the front 
portion extends from third longitudinally extending edge 
formed long the free edge of the front portion. The fourth por 
tion is disposed between he front and rear portions. 
As folded, the back portion forms the back outer covering 

of the prefolded roll. The first and second folded edges form 
the two longitudinally extending edges of the roll; with the 
third portion and a part of the front portion forming the front 
outer covering of the prefolded roll. The fourth portion is 
disposed between the front and rear portions, with the third 
folded edge being adjacent the second folded edge. 
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A strip of folded material of suitable length may be removed 

from the roll and seamed along one of the transversely extend 
ing edges for the full width thereof, forming the bottom clo 
sure of the garment bag. A second seam may be formed along 
the second transversely extending edge for the full width 
thereof, but the fourth portion and that part of the front por 
tion which is adjacent the fourth portion are not sealed at the 
second edge by the second seam. The fourth portion and that 
part of the front portion adjacent the fourth portion are at 
tached together along the second transversely extending edge 
by a third seam, forming an inner pocket between the two por 
tions. The second and third seams form the top closure of the 
garment bag. 
With the garment bag so constructed the inner pocket is 

removed from an outer pocket formed between the third and 
rear portions by the second seam, allowing a garment sup 
ported by a hanger to be inserted into the completed bag. The 
part of the second seam that attaches half of the front portion 
to half of the rear portion rests on half of the garment. The 
other half of the garment is inserted into the inner pocket, 
which is formed between the front and fourth portion. The 
inner pocket is then inserted into the outer pocket. With the 
garment so inserted tightly closed bag is formed. 

In the alternative, rolls of completed bags can be formed by 
perforating, folding, and seaming the strip of film plastic be 
fore it is put into rolls. 
These arrangements provide a number of advantages over 

prior garment holding bags. A completed garment bag can be 
easily made from roll or prefolded film plastic by forming two 
or three seams long the two transversely extending edges. 
Rolls of completed bags can be formed by perforating and 
seaming the folded material before it is put into rolls. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
The description refers to the accompanying drawings in 

which like reference characters refer to like parts throughout 
the several views and in which: 

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a portion of the material before it is 
folded and put into rolls; 

FIG. 2 is plan view of a portion of the material formed into a 
bag; 

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of prefolded roll of material 
representing one embodiment of he present invention; 

FIG. 4 is plan view of a portion of the material perforated, 
folded and seamed; 

FIG. 5 is a plan view of a portion of the material of second 
embodiment of the invention before it is folded and put into 
rolls; 

FIG. 6 is plan view of portion of the material of the second 
embodiment; 

FIG. 7 is a section on line 7-7 of FIG. 6; 
FIG. 8 is plan view of a portion of the material perforated, 

folded and seamed; 
FIG. 9 is a perspective view of a prefolded roll of material 

representing a third embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 10 is a section on line 10-10 of FIG.9; 
FIG. ii is a plan view of a portion of the material of the 

third embodiment; 
FIG. 12 is a plan view of a portion of the material ready to 

be formed into a bag; 
FIG. 13 is a plan view of a portion of the material per 

forated, folded and seamed; 
FIG. 14 is a perspective view of the garment holding bag as 

opened to receive a garment having portions broken away to 
disclose the construction; 

FIG. 15 is a view showing the bag in section and the garment 
on the hanger in elevation; and 

FIG. 16 is a plan view of a third embodiment of the inven 
tion. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERREDEMBODIMENT 

Referring to the drawings, FIG. 3 illustrates a prefolded roll 
of material 94 of polyethylene or other suitable film material 
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having logittilally exse iting folded edges 96 and 98. As il 
lustrated in Fig, , which is a play view of a strip g; iise 
material (bt before it is folded and put into rolls, longitu 
dinally extending fold-over portion tP2 is for led between a 
longitudinai edge (% and the folkied edge 96. Portion (D2 is 
folded over along edge 56 so as to be adjacent portion (6. 
Portion (36, which is disposed between folded edges 96 and 
98, forms the back outer covering of the p!efolded roll. 

Portion 103 disposed between edge 93 and edge a 10 is 
folded over along edge 98 so as to be adjacent portion 102. As 
folded, portion 108 and a part of portion 102 form the front 
outer covering of the roil. 
With the material folded and put into rolls, a section of 

material 12 of suitable length for a garment bag, as shown in 
FIG. 2, may be removed from the roll preferably by cutting 
along transversely extending edges 24 and 16. Once 
removed, section i 2 is seamed by heat sealing or other suita 
ble means along transversely extending line 1 i 8 adjacent edge 
114 for forming the bottom of the garment bag. A second 
seam 220, preferably formed in the slanting manner as shown, 
is provided adjacent edge a 6 for forming the top of the gar 
ment bag. Seam 20 seals together the part of portions 102 
and 06 that extend from folded edge 96 to midpoint 122 and 
portion 108 to the part of the portion 206 that extends from 
folded edge 98 to point 22. The part of portion 102 extend 
ing from edge 104 to point i22 is removed from beneath the 
heat sealing device or other means used to form seam 120 so 
that it is not sealed to portions 06 and 68. 

In order to insert a garment supported on a hanger into the 
completed bag, the part of portion 02 between edge 104 and 
point 222 is removed from beneath portion 108. The garment 
may then be inserted into the bag with the part of seam 120 
extending from point 122 to edge 96 resting on one of the 
slanting shoulders of the garment. The part of seam 120 
between point 122 and edge 98 rests on the other garment 
shoulder. The part of portion 108 that was removed is then 
tucked beneath portion 102. 

in the alternative, a garment bag, as shown in FiG. 2, can be 
formed with the part of portion 102 between edge 04 and 
point 122 removable from beneath portion 108. With all of 
portion 102 sealed by seam 120, the garment is inserted into 
the bag without a part of portion 02 being removed from 
beneath portion 108. 

If rolls of completed bags are desired, the material may be 
perforated across its entire width along transversely extending 
lines 24, preferably formed in the slanting manner as shown 
in F.G. S. Perforations 24 are formed at spacial intervals 
along the longitudinal axis of the material. Second perfora 
tions adjacent perforations 24 are formed along lines 126 ex 
tending from edge 184, to the middle of portion 102. 
With the material perforated, it is foided as previously 

described. Seasins 28, as shown in FEG. 4, are disposed 
between perforations 24 and 26, forming the top of each 
bag. Seams 30 formed adjacent each perforation 24 form 
the bottom of each bag. The material is then put into rolls. 
Completed bags may be removed from the roll by tearing 

along perforation 124. Part of portion 102 is removed from 
beneath portion (28 by tearing along perforation 226, allow 
ing insertion of a garrilent. Perforation 26 may be eliminated 
if it is desired to have a bag wherein part of portion iO2 is not 
removable from beneath portion A03. 
FIGS. 5-8 illustrate a second preferred embodiment of a 

prefolded roll of materiai having longitudinally extended 
folded edges A32 and A34. As illustrated in F.G. 5, longitu 
dinally extending fold-over portion 36 is formed between a 
longitudinal edge 138 and the folded edge 34. Portion 136 is 
folded over along edge 34 so as to be adjacent portion 140, 
which is disposed between foided edges 532 and 34, forming 
the back outer covering of the prefolded roll. 

Portion 142 disposed between edge 32 and edge 144 is 
folded over along edge 132 so as to be adjacent portions 136 
and 140. As folded, portion 36 is disposed between portions 
140 and 142. Portion i42 forms the front outer covering of 
the prefolded roll. 
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With the aaierial folded and put into folls, a section of 

materia 46 of suitable ength for a garrient bag may be 
retroved from the roll, preferably by cutting along transverse 
ly extending edges 248 and 59. Once removed section 146 is 
searned by heat sealing or other suitable means along transver 
sely extending line 52 adjacent edge 48 for forming the bot 
tom of the garment bag. A second seam 54, preferably 
formed in the slanting manner as shown in F.G. 6, is provided 
adjacent edge 150 for forming the top of the garment bag. 
Sean 154 seals together the part of portions 146 and 42 that 
extend from folded edge 132 to midpoint i56 and portion 136 
to the part of portion 140 that extends from folded edge 34 
to point 56. The part of portion 42 extending from edge 44 
to point 156 is removed from beneath the heat sealing device 
or other means used to form seam 54 so that it is not sealed 
to portions 140 and 136. A snap or button 53 of conventional 
design is provided in the upper corner of section 42 to secure 
the unsealed portion of section 42 to section 136. 

In order to insert a garment supported on a hanger into the 
completed bag, portion 142 is unsnapped from portion 36 al 
lowing the garment to be inserted into the bag, with part of the 
garment being disposed between portion 140 and 142 and the 
rest of the garment being disposed between portions 36 and 
140. When the garment inserted portion 142 is resnapped to 
portion 136. 

in the alternative, a garment bag as shown in FIG. 6, may be 
formed with the part of portion 142 between edge 144 and 
point 156 sealed to portion 136 by seam S4. With all of por 
tion 142 sealed by seam 154, the garment is inserted into the 
bag without a part of portion 142 being unsnapped from por 
tion 36. 

If rolls of completed bags are desired, the material may be 
perforated across its entire width along transversely extending 
lines 160, preferably formed in the slainting manner as shown 
in FIG. 5. Perforations 160 are formed at spaced intervals 
along the longitudinal axis of the material. Second perfora 
tions adjacent perforations 160 are formed along lines a 62 ex 
tending from edge 244 to the middle of portion 42. 
With the material perforated it is folded as previously 

described. Seams 164, as shown in FIG. 8, are disposed 
between perforations 160 and 162, forming the top of each 
bag. Seam 266 formed adjacent each perforation 160 form the 
bottom of each bag. Materiai is then put into rolls. 
Completed bags may be removed from the roll by tearing 

along perforations 160. Part of portion 142 may be pulled 
away by tearing along perforations 62 allowing insertion of a 
garment. Perforation 62 may be eliminated if it is desired to 
have a bag wherein portion 242 is secured to portion 136. 
FIGS. 9-16 illustrate a third preferred embodiment of pre 

folded roll of material 10 of polyethylene or other suitable film 
material having longitudinally extending folded edges 12, 14 
and 16. As illustrated in FIG, A, which is a plan view of a strip 
of the material 18 before it is folded and put into rolls, longitu 
dinally extending fold-over portion 26 of approximately one 
sixth the width of the strip A8 is formed between a longitudinal 
edge 22 and the folded edge 16. Portion 20 is folded over 
along folded edge 16 so as to be adjacent longitudinally ex 
tending fold-over portion 24. 

Portion 24 of approximately one-third the width of strip A8 
is formed between folded edges 2 and 16. Portion 24 is 
folded over along edge 2 so that portion 20 is disposed 
between portion 24 and longitudinally extending portion 26, 
which is formed between folded edges 12 and 14. Since por 
tion 26 is also approximately one-third the width of strip 18, 
folded edge 6 is adjacent edge 14, as is better illustrated in 
F.G. (). 

Longitudinally extending fold-over portion 28 of approxi 
mately one-sixth the width of strip 3 is formed between lon 
gitudinal edge 30 and folded edge 4. Portion 28 is folded 
over along edge 14 so as to be adjacent portion 24. 
As folded, portion 26 forms the back outer covering of the 

prefolded roll 10. Folded edges 12 and 24 form the two lon 
gitudinally extending edges of the roll 16, with portion 28 and 
a part of portion 24 forming the front outer covering of the 
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roti 26. As shows is F.G. i0, position 28 is disposed between 
portions 24 and 26, with folded edge 6 being adjacent edge 
34. When folded, the material is put into rolls to be dispensed 
in suitable lengths for garment holding bags. 
Although in this preferred embodiment portions 20 and 28 

are one-sixth the width of strip 18 and portions 24 and 26 are 
one-third the width of strip 18, alternatives to this sizing of the 
portions are possible, provided portion 28 overlaps a part of 
portion 24. 
With the material folded and put into rolls, a section of 

raterial 32 of suitable length for a garment bag, as shown in 
FiG. 12, may be removed from roll 10 preferably by cutting 
along transversely extending edges 34 and 36. Once removed, 
section 32 is seamed by heat sealing or other suitable means 
aiong transversely extending line 38 adjacent edge 36 for 
fortning the bottom of the garment bag. A second seam 40, 
preferably formed in the slanting manner as shown in FIG. 12, 
is provided adjacent edge 34 for forming the top of the gar 
ment bag. Sean 40 seals together the part of portions 24 and 
26 that extend from folded edge 12 to midpoint 48 and por- 2 
tion 28 to the part of portion 26 that extends from folded edge 
4 to midpoint 48. Portion 28 and that portion 26 sealed to 
portion 26 by seam 40 form an outer pocket 44. Portion 20 
and that part of portion 24 extending from folded edge 16 to 
point 48 are removed from beneath the heat sealing device or 
other ineans used to form seam 40 so that they are not sealed 
together by seam 40. A third seam 42 adjacent seam 40 ex 
tends from folded edge 16 to point 48 so as to attach portion 
20 to that part of portion 24 extending from folded edge 16 to 
point 48, forming an inner pocket 46. 
With the garment bag constructed as described and shown 

in FIG. 14, inner pocket 46 is removed from outer pocket 44 
allowing a garment supported on a hanger to be inserted into 
the completed bag. The part of seam 40 extending from point 
48 to folded edge 2 rests on one of the slanting shoulders of 
the garment, as shown in FIG. 15. The other half of the gar 
Enent is inserted into inner pocket 46 so that seam 42 rests on 
the other slanting shoulder. The inner pocket 46 is then 
Eucked into outer pocket 44 so that the part of seam 46 ex 
tending from point 48 to folded edge 4 rests on seam 42. The 
took of the hanger extends through a small aperture 49 
between the fold-over portions at point 48, as shown in FIG. 
S. 
in the aiternative, a garment bag, as shown in FG. 16, can 
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b3 formed from rolls of material folded in the above-described 
inanmer. A section of material 52 of suitable length for a bag is 
zemoved from roll 0 preferably by cutting along transversely 
extending edges 54 and 56. Sean 58 adjacent edge 54 is pro 
vided for forming the bottom of the bag. Seam 60, preferably 
forried in a slanting manner as shown, is provided adjacent 
edge 56 for forming outer pocket 44 and inner pocket 46. 
Since seam 60 forms both inner pocket 46 and outer pocket 
44, pocket 46 is not removable from beneath pocket 44. The 
garment is inserted into the inner pocket without it being 
removed from the outer pocket. 

In the alternative, rolls of completed bags as illustrated in 
FEG, i2 can be formed by perforating the material across its 
entire width along transversely extending line 50, preferably 
formed in the slanting manner as shown in FIG. li. Perfora 
tions 50 are formed at spaced intervals along the longitudinal 
axis of the material. Second perforations adjacent perforations 
50 are formed along lines 52 extending from edge 22 to the 
imiddle of portion 24. Perforations 52 are formed at longitu 
dinally spaced intervals. 
With the material perforated, portion 20 is folded over 

along edge 6 so that seams 42 may be formed adjacent per 
forations 52, as is better illustrated in FIG. 3. The material is 
then folded as previously described. Seans 40 disposed 
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between perforations 50 and 52, former preferably in the 
slanting manner as shown in FIG. 13, are provided at longitu 
dinally spaced intervals across the entire width of the folded 
material. Seams 38 formed adjacent perforations 50 are 
formed across the width of the material at longitudinally 
spaced intervals. The material is then put into rolls. 
Completed bags may be removed from the roll by tearing 

along perforation 50. The inner pocket 46 is removed from 
outer pocket 44 by tearing along perforation 52, allowing in 
sertion of a garment. Thus, a completed bag is provided by 
merely tearing along the two perforations. 

Rolls of completed bags, constructed as shown in FIG. 16, 
can be formed in the manner just described, except that per 
foration 52 and seam 42 are eliminated. Thus, rolls of 
completed bags can be formed where the inner pocket 46 is 
not removable from the outer pocket 44. 

It can be seen that the prefolded rolls of film plastic can be 
easily formed into garment holding bags. In the alternative, 
rolls of completed bags can be easily formed by perforating 

0 and sealing the material before it is put into rolls. Further 
more, die to the inner and outer pocket construction, a tightly 
closed bag can be formed from very thin flexible material. 
What is sought to be protected by United States Letters 

Patent is as follows: 
I claim: 
1. In a garment bag, a front sheet, a back sheet, means for 

permanently securing together the top edges, the bottom 
edges, and the edges on one side of each of the front and back 
sheets together, said other side edges of the front and back 
sheet members being unsecured to provide an opening, a sheet 
panel having one edge fixed to the edge of the back sheet ad 
jacent to the opening and having its sheet and and lower edges 
respectively fixed to the top and bottom edges of the front 
sheet so as to overlie the front sheet, the upper edges being 
secured together by a pair of seams which meet at a point mid 
way between the side edges of the bag and slope from this 
point at an acute angle with respect to a transverse line on the 
bag so as to form edges adapted to lie on the inclined upper 
surfaces of a garment hanger, whereby a garment may be in 
serted into the bag by inserting it between the flap and the 
front sheet and the back sheet, the flap normally lying in abut 
ment to the front sheet to prevent the entrance of dust therein. 

2. A prefolded roll of flexible sheet material from which gar 
ment-holding bags may be formed, comprising: a strip of said 
material with first and second longitudinally extending folded 
edges and first, second and third longitudinally extending por 
tions, said first and second edges forming the two longitu 
dinally extending sides of the roll, said first portion extending 
from said first edge, said second portion being formed 
between said first and second edges, and said third portion ex 
tending from said second edge and being disposed adjacent 
said first portion and overlying part of said first portion, and 
transversely extending first perforations and transversely ex 
tending first searns formed on said roll, said perforations being 
formed across the entire width of the roll at longitudinally 
spaced intervals, and said seams being formed adjacent each 
perforation on both sides thereof to form the top and bottom 
of a garment bag. 

3. The roll of material of claim 2 including a fourth portion 
extending from said first edge, and lying between said first 
portion and said second portion, and further including second 
perforations formed adjacent each first perforation across the 
fourth portion and the part of the first portion adjacent the 
fourth portion, and second transversely extending seams, 
formed adjacent each second perforation and extending 
across said fourth portion and the part of the first portion ad 
jacent the fourth portion so as to form an inner pocket 
between the first and fourth portions. 


